Disposable Microforceps

Ultra peel 25 gauge / 0.5mm
Ultra peel 27 gauge / 0.4mm
“For me, the key feature of these forceps is the feeling when I perform the first rip and peel of the membrane. I believe this control is specifically due to the unique, rounded design of the tip of these forceps. Using this tip, I can peel in various locations across the retina and the rounded tip will ensure an equal grip of the membrane. The rounded tip also provides a more gentle touch whilst other forceps seem to have a sharper, square edge.

Why is this difference important? Because I feel it has been designed to ensure a tangential contact with the membrane, easy to rip and gentle to peel.”

Features and benefits:

• Designed for single-movement peeling of thicker, more fibrotic membranes
• 27g delivers over 90% equivalent grasping area vs 23g design, 25g delivers similar grasping area vs the 23g designs
• Blunt, rounded tip design and optimal shaft stiffness provides precise control for smaller gauge surgery